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The Typhoon Clearing Mower attachment for 
standard and hi-flow machines is built to provide 
the operator with maximum cutting force.

MODELS
18-25 GPM
25-32 GPM
32-40 GPM

PISTON

Features: 
- Only USA Made Permco hydraulic gear driven motors are used. 
- The blade holder is T1 grade steel and CNC machined for precise mower balance.
- 1/4” high strength structural steel (double reinforced stress points).
- Tubing is 3 by 4” high strength structural steel tube that is fully integrated into the mount plate for direct 
push and power into and through trees. This allows for a maximum transfer of force.
- Direct drive system: No wear parts, bushings, or additional gears that can wear out. 
- High quality bearings and exclusive viton shaft seal (double guarded seal for increased protection 
against contamination and abrasion).
- Replaceable skid shoes and removable blade cover for enclosed or open cutting.
- Anti-Rebound feature on the front opening of the mower uses serrated edge to provide aggressive grip 
when in intimate contact with trees.
- Vision friendly 1/2” Lexan shield and window that is bullet resistant.
- Polyester powdercoat finish gives this mower a glimmer and great protection against the elements.

Piston Motor Option (HI-FLOW ONLY): Increases power and offers increased motor longevity.

ET-BMX-250See the Video Online!

Typhoon Clearing Mower

The Typhoon Clearing Mower performs Optimally with High Flow Machines
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NOTICE: This mower is not your average “deck” mower or “bush wacker”. This is a Typhoon Clearing 
mower. It provides any and every owner with an unmatched capability to clear any material in their 
path (within reason). Brush, trees, grass and more - the Typhoon can do it all. The 60” design allows 
for maximum transfer or HP from the motor to the blade carrier making it almost unstoppable.
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Essential Equipment Guides

2- Double Edge 12 Lb. Blades

Piston

Front enclosure for ensuring 
material containment.

Intelligent, strong and sleek 
design. This is the Typhoon.


